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POTTERY AND OULTURE RELATIONS IN THE MIDDLE GILA

The question of how far the p�ehistoric

peoples of Mexico and the prehistorio peoples of the pueblo

oultures of the southwestern United states have influenced eaoh

other has been r1fe for several years; yet archaeologists have

largely neglected investigating that area most likely to show

such an influenoe, the Gila drainage of Arizona and western

Dew Mexico. The Upper Gila has been worked by pothunters and

by a few men trained in the field, but "of the archaeology of

the southern branch, the Gila proper, nothing or next to nothing
.

1
is known."- This area is important not only because of its

looation, but also beoause of the large prehistorio population

indicated by innumerable sites marked with crumbled stone walls

and oovered with potsherds. Into this country came a large

nmnber o:f people from the south. Here their culture was radi

oally ohanged by influence from the north and finally passed into

decadence and oblivion. Chief among the ohanges resulting from

oontaot with the north were the discarding of oremations for

earth burials and the revolution of colors and designs used on
.

pottery. This outlined history of the rise and decline of the

Middle Gila oultures still oontains many problems; the area is

large and a great many more excavations and sherd collections

must be made here and in northern Mexico where almost nothing

has been done. Until suoh gaps are filled in, all must be some-

1
- Kidder, A.V.
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what tentative; however, the evidenoe on hand has seemed suffi

oient for the formulation and presentation of these new theories.

Pottery, the most abundant and delicate oriterian of prehistorio

oultures, has been taken as the basis for this study.

The exaot extent of the Middle Gila culture

is unknown. On the north it extends to the Mogollon rim and onto

the north slopes of the White Mountains. Upper and Middle Gila

oultures overlap at Bylas, 30 miles east of San Carlos on the

present Apache Indian Reservation. The western boundary has

been set somewhere near Gila Bend; that region has never been

worked. On the south we yet have no boundary; the red on buff

ware of the early period in the Middle Gila runs to the interna

tional boundary and has never been traoed out beyond.

In general, this area is hot, dry, and

sparsely vegetated, although there is some timber on the moun

tains. Food was scarce, espeoially in the desert, where irriga

tion had to be oarried out on a large soale. Rainfall was light;

summers were burning and winters were moderate with snow in

the mountains. They raised the same crops as the pueblo people

of other areas; their structures were largely determined �y

the type of building material available; their implements and

ornaments were distinctive but very little different from others.

Circular structures, wattle work, rectangular pit houses, with

and without xounded corners, oompounds, aDd cheokerboard pueblos

overlapped in time and in oharacteristic pottery types.
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Checkerboard pueblos------------- Late Middle Gila poly
chrome

Early Middle Gila poly
chrome

Little Colorado black
on red, black
on white

Black On white

Red on buff

Circular wattle work houses------ 1. Plain

Oompounds----------- _

Pit houses----------------- _

in dete�mining the chronologies and relationships of wares

three methods were used:

1. Stratigl'aphy.

2. Oross finds of pottery.

3. Study and oomparison of pigments used in decoration.

The first two methods have long been familiar to the archae

ologist, and provide, where they may be used, the most acourate

indicatiOns of oul.tlll'e influenoes and trade relations. Where

sherds from a cross section face of a refuse heap may be studied

or where vessels from burials located oonsistently in different

strata may be compared, a more or less elaborate history of the

ceramics of a pueblo may be worked out. If a village was oocu

pied for only a short period, collections of surface sherds will

present invaluable data, but the student should not depend on

these for final information. "When••••••s town was inhabited

continuously for a long time, or reoccupied after abandonment,

a surfaoe collection•••••• is not reliable. It will contain, in

most cases at least, a mixture of all the wares used at that
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site from beginning to end. Th� collection will not show with

any degree of ac�uracy the wares of the last period of occupa

tion.n� There are comparatively few sites, however, which were
, /

occupied for long enough time to allow for the development of

different wares in the debris. Consequently, such sites are

very valuable in providing a basis of comparison for those wares

of other villages.

Ancient technique occasionally survives

among some or all of the potters of one pueblo even while the

potters of another a few miles away are producing a newer ware.

The art may be asoending and desoending in adjoining towns of

the same distriot. Such a possibility might utterly upset

generalizations formulated after the· excavation of only one

pueblo in a district. When considerable numbers of supposedly

trade pieces are found in a village,. they may sometimes be ac

counted for by the characteristio style of one pueblo being

temporarily or permanently engrafted upon another by the ohange

of residence of a single potter, as might occur in inter-tribal

marriages.� Generalizations based on chronologicsl and strati

graphical classification of pottery must be considered tenta

tive until the field has been thoroughly studied.

2
Kidder, A. V.t Review of Spier; An outline for a ohronology
of Zurii ruins. American Anthropologist, vol.21, no.3, p.300.

3
-Xewett, Edgar L., The excavation of Chetro Kettle, Chaco Can-
yon. Art and Archaeology, Jan., Feb., 1921, p. 51.
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Contemporaneity of cultures of different

regions is best determiped by the second method; namely, the

looation of potsherds or of vessels known to belong to one

culture mixed with pieces known to beiong to another. Obviously,
�.

'

when a }J8�'1 Gila polychrome bowl was taken from a grave in the

Little Colorado drainage, and it was found that all the other

mortuary vessels were of the typical Little Colorado black on

. ftl idd le:
red pottery, the lewer Gila polychrome ware must have been made

and traded at the tUne that black on red ware of this type was

being manufactured in the neighboring region. Trade seems to

have been e�tensive, so that relative dating by cross finds of

artifaots is a very practical device for the archaeologist.

PIGMENTS

Almost no scientific investigation of the

pigments used on pottery has been previously carried on.

�hrough this field we may further distinguish wares aocording

to the components of the paints with which they were decorated.

Because the black paint presents a muoh wider range of differ

enoes than the other colors, it has been found to be the most

valuable for this work. The original idea that one type of

paint would probably be characteristic of a locality or of a

culture has been substantiated by chemioal and physical tests

of the pigments. The first tests were made by F. G. Hawley,
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Ohief Chemist of the International smelting Oompany at Miami,

Arizona; he has formulated a number of the methods used in the

following experiments.

POTTERY PAINTS AND �STS

Of the four oolors, red, white, buff, and

blaok, oommonly used on pottery, the first three are mineral

paints. Both vegetal and mineral paints were used for the black.

The modern Hopi potter uses yellow ochre,

sikyataho, or yellow iron oxide, for his brownish red, the oolor

ohanging in firing. �he buff yellow of the Hopi ware oomes

from firing a light grey clay, and browns are produoed by mixing

red and black. Their yellow oohre is mixed with a medium of

oily liquid prepared by grinding up the seeds of !!!, olassified

as Sisymbrium oanesoens Butt.! Hough speaks of the "red ware

being seoured by covering the gray paste with a slip of yellow

ochre burning to red 00101'.,,5 Guthei reports that the Zuni

orange-red slip, used on the bases of vessels and on the interiors

-Hough, walter, Arohaeological field work in northern Arizona,
The Museum Gates Expedition of 1901: Report of U.S.National
Museum, 1903, p. 292.
5
�ough, Walter, The Hopi in relation to their plant environment,
1897: Amerioan Anthropologist, Feb., 1897, p. 40.

6
-Suthe, Carl, Pueblo Pottery Making, p. 24.
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of the lips of ollas 1s of a mustard yellow shade until fired.

The clay used evidently contains yellow iron oxide, but red

iron oxide 1s obtained for the red slipped deoorate'd ware.

The Hopis olaim to use no red olay. At Zuni equal parts of

gray rock temper and white clay are mixed with water and dried

in oakes. When needed for uss, the cakes are broken and enough

is put into the water to give it a milky opaque appearance. To

this is added an indefinite amount of the red olay, the amount

depending upon the shade desired. stevenson wrItes, "The mate

rial used to produce the red Or brown colors is a yellowish

impure clay, colored from oxide of iron; indeed it is mainly

clay, but contains some sand and a very small amount of oarbonate

of lime," and "is generally found in a hard, stony condition,

and is ground in a small stone mortar •••••and mixed with water

so as to form a thin SOlution."! ,These iron oxide clays will

burn to yellow, red, or brown. HematIte, often found in pre

historic gr·aves, was probably used for body paint rather than

for pottery decoration.

White paint 1s a solution of white clay in

water. stevenson found that they used a "fine white calcarious

earth, consisting mainly of carbonate of lime, or of a milk-

white indurated clay, almost insoluble in acids, and apparently

derived from decomposed feldspar with a small proportion of mica."�

7
-stevenson, J., Illustrated catalogue of the collections obtained
from the Indians of New Mexico and Arizona in 1879: Second
Annual Repoxt of the Bureau of Ethnology, p. 330.
a .

-Ibid, p. 329.
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The white used to outline designs on the Little Colorado black

on red pottery may be so softened by water that it rubs off

when a vessel is being cleaned.

The colors of the true glazed wares of.the

pueblos of the late prehistoric and early histo�ic periods have

not been investigated. They were probably of the same general

composition as the dull paints with the addition of a thick

sodium silicate glaze whioh softens in a flame. Glazes may

be produced by the use of either sodium ohloride, sodium sul

phate, or a solution leached from wood ashes, which would con

tain sodium carbonate and potaSSium carbonate. The first two

minerals mentioned are not very oommon; sodium sulphate is

present in most of the alkali soils and can be obtained for use

by evaporation of a solution of the soil. The salt hill near

Camp Verde, which is now being worked and was also worked by

the prehistorio. people, contains both sodium ohloride and sod

ium carbonate. This is the largest deposit of salt known in

Arizona. The salt was probably more valuable to them as a

food than a� a possible glaze ingredient.

Vessels were polished, decorated, and then

fired, the colors changing and being made fast by the burning.

The Hopis burn their vessels in an open fire of manure, partly

decayed WOOd, or chips of wood; the Zunis set their pottery

on racks over coals from wood and build the walla and dome of

a crude oven about the stack of pottery with slabs of dried

manure. From one-half hour to two or three hours the heat is
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maintained; underbuxning gives a bad color and weakens the

vessel, while overburning discolors the pigments and olay.

Before the Spaniards brought sheep and cattle into the country,

wood was used for fuel. Fewkes suggested that the superiority

of the ceramios of anoient TUsayan over modern Indian wares

might be due to the use of lignite or of some other form of coal

for producing intense heat in firing. Lignite ashes and cinders

are found in mound� near Sikyatki and on the rooky ledges about

the east mesa near Walpl, but these may have been the produots

of fires for other purposes. Polished fragments of lignite were

used for ornaments.� The modern H�pis, however, have exper�ented

with bituminous ooa1 whioh is found in quantities on the reserva

tion. They rejected it for pottery firing; it produced too

intense a temperature when a slow' steady heat was neoessary.

Cushing reported that cannel coal had been used for firing

pottery in little pit kilns in the northwestern portion of the

pueblo area. He cited as his eyldence the discovery of such

kilns filled with cinders of mineral coal. These so-called pit

kilns may have been s�ply fire pits for cooking. Hodge writes

that no coal ashes were found in the fire pits of old Hopi

9
-Fewkes, J. Walter, The Prehistoric Culture of Tusayan: Amer
ican Anthropologist, vol. 9, No.5, p. 161.
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pueblos. In dwellings where the o�oking wa� done inside and

the hatohway in the roof served as a d.oorway and smoke hole,

the ventilation-would have been very· bad if coal had been used

for fuel.

Black pigments have hltherto:been the 8ub�

jeot of some conjecture. Carbon paints unmiXed with.silica

immediately burn off; graphite is too rare for general use.

�he oarbon paints which were used were prepared as a vegetable

extract, the balls of oarbon recovered from ruins being intended

for body decoration and not for pottery. One such ball from a

Roosevelt ruin analyzed as follows:

MOisture ••••••••••••• 2 per cent

Oil, volatile, etc ••• 6 per cent

Fixed carbon ••••••••• 90.4 per cent

Ash•.•••••••••••••••• 1 per oent

The small amount of ash would preclude the pOssibility of the

ball being of carbonaceous clay. Under a microscope the parti

cles are found to be too rounded and fine for ground charcoal;

they seem to be soot which has been mixed with oil for adherence.

When first heated the material gives off an odor of burning oil.

In combination with some silicate solution it could possibly

have been used for pottery paint, but it would have been extremely
\

diffioult to have prevented the paint from burning off.

In 1903 Hough spoke of black paint, "the

basis of which is iron ore, but the secret of its mixing, whether

wi th alkaline salts or res in, is los t •••• " At stone Axe Ruin,
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some 30 miles from Holbrook, he collected "green, red, yellow

and dark brown paint stones, the latter of specular iron ore

used by the Hopi in ceremonies.n!2 Tests have shown that iron

ore was an important ingredient of much of their black paint,

as well as constituting all of their red and yellow pigments.

The black pigments used on prehistorio

pottery may at present �e divided into four main olasses:

I. Plain oarbon similar to soot of lamp black, generally

applied by smudging.

II. Carbon protected by an adherent, thin, transparent film

of some complex, easily fusible Silicate, the

exact nature of which is as yet unknown.

III. Carbon protected by silicate with the addition of red

iron oxide (Fs203), or yellow iron oxide (2Fe203.
2R20), which burne to Fe203.

IV. Carbon, protected by the Silicate, manganese oxide

(Mn°2) , (Mn304), or (MnOOh), and a small amount

of Fe203.

Type I.--For some years it was thought that

those vessels with a satiny black interior had been treated

with'a glaze. paint and that those with rough, dull black interiors

had been covered with dull paint. Test I indicates that these

10
�ough, Walter. Arohaeological field work in northeastern
Arizona, The Museum Gates Expedition, 1901: Report of U.S.
National Museum, 1903, pp. 293, 322.
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pieces were smudged black by the same method as that used by

the modern santa Clara Indians on their pottery. After the

vessel had been fired, it was filled with smoldering organio

matter and kept warm upon the ooa1s. This treatment deposits

carbon around the partio1es of olay of the slip. In some oases

the darkened film of olay is paper thin; with longer subjection

to the smouldering �atter, oarbon was driven halfway through,
v

or rarely, entirely through the walls of the fessel. The dull

or shtny appearance of the finished produot is ,due to the rela

tive amounts of polishing of the surface before the vessel is

fired. In the oase of the red on blue blaok ware, a subdivision

of the red on buff, the red designs were applied to a natural

color background, after which the surfaoe was smudged. This

produoed a baokground whioh ranged from dull gray to bluish

blaok and darkened the red :figures until the oasual observer

would suppose that they were of different pigment from that used

on the red on buff ware. Oushing desoribes a slightly different

process whioh woUld produce the same carbon depOSit. Pottery

"while still hot from a preltminary burning, if coated externally

with the mucilaginous juice of green cactus, internally with

pinion gum or pitch, and fired a seoond or even a third time

with resinous wood-fuel, are rendered absolutely fire-proof,
11

semi-glazed with a black gloss inside, and wonderfully durable."--

--Cushing, Frank H., A study of pottery as illustrative of Zuni
cUlture growth: 4th Annual Report, Bureau of Ethnology, 1881-82,
p. 495.

.
,
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The gum and juice when heated in a slow smoky fire would deposit

carbon around the clay particles of the slip just as when the

vessel was filled with organic material and heated.

Type II.--The protected carbon may have been

applied as a solution of vegetable extract or as emulsion of

soot or of ground charcoal in_animal oil. The latter is unlikely,

as it would be difficult to prevent its burning off in the fir

ing. When the clay of the bowl dr ies, ·some soluble alkal ies ,

soda or potash, come to the surface. In firing, these combine

with the silioa of both the clay in the bowl and of the slip and

cause the slip and the bowl to sinter together into an adherent

mass. S1lioa, which composes about 50 per oent of the earth1s

surface material, is present in olay and slip. It probably

d�reotly furnishes most of that film whioh protects the carbon

partioles of the black paint, although part oomes from the plant

extraot, whioh would contain silioa, lime, soda, and potash, all

of which are important in glazes.

Silioa
per cent

White paint - kaolin••••••••••••• 50-60
Feldspar-� • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ••• • • • •• 40-60
Red paint - iron oxide (theoretioally

contains none)................ 4-10
Ordinary clay for pottery•••••••• 40-50
Temper - quartz sand - fairly pure silica

- mioa •••••••••••••••••••• 40-50
- feldspar •••••••••••••••• 50-65

Alumina
per cent

25-35
15

3-8
20-30

30-35
15-20
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This film is not a heavy glaze covering

the surface of the paint but a very thin coating which surrounds

individual particles or groups of particles of carbon and which

m�t be removed by hydrofluoric acid before the carbon may be

buxned out. This film protected their paint during firing.

Occasionally a white crystallization of the glaze material

may be seen along the edges of bands of black paint.

When asked about the black pigment used on

their pottery, a Hopi explained that a small plant with yellow

flowers was boiled until only a thick dark green liquor was

left in the bottom of the vessel. This was mixed with a small

amount of pulverized black clay, and was used for their paint,

which burned to brown black. Hough reported that the black

clay used by Nampeo at Hano was � or ironstone. This mineral

is probably in general use.�Without the iron the paint is

of Type II; when iron is added it becomes Type III. The plant

described seems to be the Yellow Cleome or Cleome platycarpa,
of the same family as the Bee plant. The Zunis, in making a

similar black paint, use the Rocky Mountain Bee plant of GU8CO,

classified as Peritoma serrulatum, Cleome serrulata, or Cleome

integrefolia. Hough also lists this as a Hopi food plant, the

leaves of which are boiled with green oorn.l£ Cleome serrulata
12
--Hough, Walter, Archaeological field work in northeastern
Arizona: The Museum Gates Expedition of 1901: Annual Report
of the Smithsonian Institute, 1901.

13
--Hough, Walter, The Hopi in relation to their plant environ
ment: American Anthropologist, Feb., 1897, p. 37.
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may be found near Clemenoeau in the Verde Valley. Harrington

found that the Tewa used the same plant. "Large quantities of

young plants are oolleoted, usually in July. The plants are

boiled well in water; the woody parts are then removed and the

deoootion is again allowed to boil until it beoomes thiok and

attains a black oolor. This thiok fluid is poured on a board

to dry and soon beoomes hardened. It may be kept in hard cakes

for an indefinite period. When needed these are soaked in hot·

water until of the consistency needed for paint."!! Those

aborigines of the Gila valley who used suoh a paint probably

worked with the concentrated extraot from a similar· plant,

some species of Caper whioh grows in Southern Arizona. Chemical

tests can make no distinction between the carbonized gums of

different plants. The plant is boiled over a hot fire for half

a day or even for 8 whole day and the fluid is then drained

into wide-mouthed vessels and is set in the sun to harden.

Some women boil the liquid several times so that it is alread1

thiok when plaoed in the sun. The longer the hardened guaco

is stored before being used, the better paint it produces; no

guaco manufaotured less than a year before is used at Zuni.!2

14
-Harrington, J.P., The ethnogeography of the Tewa Indians:

29 Report of the Bureau of Amerioan Ethnology, 1916.
15

.

--Guthe , Carl, Pueblo Pottery Making, p. 25-26.
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Type III.--To the carboniferous paint solu

tion of Type III was added yellow oohre, or red iron oxide

(Fe203). The wide range of this type of paint precludes the

possibility of the'iron being only an 1mpu�1ty whioh was not

intent10nally added. Mrs. stevenson found that at Zuni, tfWater

from boiled Cleome serrulata (Mexioan name waoo) is mixed with

black pigment (�anganiferous olay containing organic matter)

in decorating potter�••••• The entire plant minus the root

is boiled for a oonsiderable time and the water in which it 1s

cooked is allowed to evaporate. The firm paste secured from

precipitation is used with a black mineral paint for decorating

pottery.,,17
The silicate film in paint of either Types

II or III was usually slightly pervious to all', so that in too

long or too hot firing, oxygen entered and part or all of the

carbon was buzned out of the paint. This, in Type III, left

the reddish brown of the iron residue. Black on white vessels

are found in which the paint is blaok on one side but fades to

a light brown on the other. Ocoasionally a vessel is Been in

whioh all the paint has burned to red brown.

1
-stevenson, Mrs. M. C., �he Zuni Indians, their mythology,
esoterio fraternities and oeremonies: 20th Annual Report
of Bureau of Ethnology, 1904, p. 395.

17
-stevenson, Mrs. M.C., Ethnobotany of the Zuni Indians: 30th
Annual Report of Bureau of Ethnology, 1915, p. 92.
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Type IV.--Manganese commonly occurs in the

clay of swamps or in marshy places along a stream where the

vegetation decays in the mud. -It is black when taken from the

ground and remains black throughout the tests used to indicate

paints of the first three ty,pes •.

TESTS

Prehistoric paints and clays were never

standardized; composition and consistency of the paint varied

to some degree; and the porosity of the clay vessels allowed

paints to penetrate farther into some surfaces than others.

Consequently, reactions from several specLmens of paint of one

class may not be exactly alike; and slight changes in treatment

may be required.

Hydrofluoric acid(Hi') is an almost universal

solvent, but will not attack carbon. When applied to the pottery

it would, if strong enough and left for enough time, dissolve

not only the silicate film in the paint, but also the iron

oxide in the paint and slip, and even· the whole sherd. Hence,

it is neoessary to limit the amount used and the time it is

allowed to be in contact with the paint. Practice rather than

any rule-of-thumb is the only way of obtaining good results,

especially on new types of pottery. Used as directed, the BF

attacks the fine clay of the surface and dissolves or disinte

grates it so that it may be easily washed or rubbed off. The
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necessary limiting of HF will frequently prevent its action on

paint that has penetrated below the surface.

2EST I.--SMUDGE.

In an open draft muffle or with an oxygen

torch heat sherd to redness and maintain that approximate tem

perature for two or three minutes. If the torch is used, the

flame must be moved baek and forth so that plenty of oxygen may

reach the surfaae. Carbon, which has been deposited by smudging,

will burn out, leaving the clay its original color. The depth

to whioh the carbon has penetrated will determine the length of

time it will require in burning out.

Note: Paint whioh is purely vegetal in com

position and which was not burned onto the pottery will also

burn off, but such paints are very rare. Differentiation be

tween paint and smudges in these cases is not diffiou1t.

Smudges are usually applied over an entire surface; paints

only in'deoorated areas. An examination of arose seotions of

the wall of a vessel will indicate whether smudge, which pene

trates the wall, or paint, which scaroe1y sinks into the surface,

has been used. The temperature to whioh a sherd is subjected

must be low enough so that the surfaoe is not fused.

If the black gives no reaction to Test I, it

should be tested for oarbon protected by film and for iron in

the pigme.nt.
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!EST II.--CARBON (C)

After the s herd is entirely cold, with a

platinum or glass rod or even with a spltnter of wood, apply

a drop of HF to the sherd and allow it to trickle across the

paint. If the aaid is absorbed before the end of ten seconds,

apply a second drop in the same place and in similar manner.

In from 30 to 45 seconds place the piece in the open dxaft

muffle and ignite to red heat for about five' minutes. Remove

from the muffle and examine when cold; the color changes in

cooling. If the toxoh 1s being used for the tests, do not heat

the shard until the acid has all been absorbed or evapoxated,

for the heated acid will give the pottery a reddish brown tint

which makes 80cuxate results impossible. Applying the acid to

a warm sherd is to be avoided for the same reason. \ If the paint

was composed of carbon protected with a thin layer of silicate,

the acid will have liberated the carbon from the silicate and

the black will have burned entirely off or have left only a

shadowy gray streak. The gray may be due to the paint whioh

has penetrated the surfaoe and so has not been affeoted by the

l�ited amount of BF. It may also be due, in red ware, to the

blaok oxide of iron (FS304), which has not been affeoted by the

aoid or heat. (See suggestion in note on Test III).

Test II is pxaotioal for oommon use in dis

tinguishing carbon paints of Class II, but for a final test for

C in any paint the following should be used.
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TEST IIa. -- CARBON (e)

By heating gently, soaking in water (H20),
or soaking in gasoline, eliminate volatile oarbonaoeous matter

from paint whioh has been filed from the sherd. This will re

move suoh extraneous matter as root extracts', grease t eto.

Eliminate oarbonate by digesting with a weak solution of hydro

chlorio aoid (HCl), and long washing in H20• This is important,

as oarbon dioxide (C02) might oome from the oarbonates and give

inaoourate results.

Fill a glass tube with granular oalcium

oxide (CaO), mixed with sodium hydroxide (NaOR), and oonneot

with a tube to an Erlenmeyer flask oontaining about an inoh

of saturated solution of ohromic aoid in about 90 per oent

sulphuric acid (H2S04). From this flask a tube leads to a

similar flask half filled with a saturated solution of barium

hydroxide (Ba(OH)2) in distilled water. This flask is connected

with an asper'stor bottle oonta.ining H20• A syphon is placed in

it. The tubes which lead into the flasks should be arranged and

extend into them according to the accompanying diagram.

3
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First run a blank as follows: Connect flask

(3) directly to bottle (4) and heat flask (2) to not over 100°0.
and start the syphon on the aspirator to remove any gas that

might be driven off from impurities and organic matter of the

chemicals and air used. Reconnect in illustrated order and drop

material to be tested into flask (2) and replace cork immediately.

Heat to about 100°0. for not longer than five minutes; the solu

tion should never be allowed to boil. start aspirator so that

gas is drawn into flask (3). The presence of C is indicated by

the formation of a white 'precipitate in flask (3J. Possibili

ties of leaking of enough C02 into the flask to form a slight

amount of precipitate must be �orne in mind.

As a final test, swirl the flask and allow

to settle for an hour or so; then filter and rinse preCipitate

into a beaker. Treat with dilute HOI. �he preCipitate, barium

oarbonate, should dissolve with effervescence. !he whOle test

necessitates careful manipulation.

TEST III.--IRON

If the paint is composed of C plus Fe203
plus Silica, the carbon will be burned out by Test II, but the

iron will be left as a reddish brown stain after the applica

tion of that test.

{Note: Porous ware will quickly absorb the

acid, so that two applications are usually necessary. Some
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surfaces, as that of Kayenta polychrome, are quickly eaten

away by the aoid, so that there is nothing left to test. For

these the aoid must be made to trickle across quiokly and drop

off at the side or be washed off with a light jet of water.

Hard surfaces and thiok paint ooats, especially those of the

black on xed wares, require long acid treatment, ranging from

two to six applications. Should there be oil or grease on the

shard in amounts enough ·to prevent J:lF from wetting it, the oil

should be driven off by gentle heating.

Although this test is simple and gives gOOd

results on black on white wares, it often fails on the black

on red. If the blaok paint of a red sherd gives no reaction to

Test III, it is probable due to one of two causes. The paint

may be of Class IV, containing a preponderance of manganese (Mn),

which may be de�ermined by fest IV, or the Fe203 of �ype III

paint may have been changed to Fe304' black oxide of iron, or

magnetite, during the o�iginal firing of the vessel. Fe304
remains on the sherd after the C has been burned out by Test III,

but as it is black, we may not know whether we have ,!te304 or Mn

until the paint is further tested.

"There are two oxides of iron that oan be

used for paint, hematite (F8203), whioh is red, and magnetite

(Fs304', whioh is black. Yellow iron oxide paints are of

limonite (2Fe203 .2H20), whioh on burning turns to J!'e203• ':rhe

FS203.it may be seen contains the higher per centage of oxygen.

Either of these may be changed to the other without muoh diff1oulty�
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�hus by heating ]'e304 with exoess air it takes on more oxygen

and beoomes the red hematite, and by heating Fe203 with reduo

ing agents, it loses oxygen and is changed to the blaok magne

tite. At a su£fioiently high temperature oarbon has a stronger

affinity for oxygen than iron has, consequently it is a good

reducing agent. At moderate temperatures this reduoing action

is rather weak. Hydrogen is also a strong reducing agent.

Organio fuel, as vegetal matter, contains large amounts of car

bon and considerable hydrogen, and when this is burned in absenoe

of an excess of air (oxygen), considerable amounts of various

volatile hydrocarbons are given off as gas as well as carbon

monoxide (CO), also a gas, which is capable of combining with

another atom of 0 to form C02. l!lree hydrogen is also sometimes

present. Thus in a fire in which the fuel is in excess of the

required amount of air we may have free solid carbon (such as

charcoal) as well as the gases just mentioned, all of which
18

are st.rong reduc ing agents capable of taking ° from ,b'e203. "-

The details of this ohange which may ocour

in the Fe203 of the Type III paint, � plus Fe203 plus the sili

cate film, when applied Over a slip of red or of yellow iron

oxide are as follows: The open fire used for burning the pottery

oreates an oxidizing atmosphere at the surface of the paint

where 0 1s present. �he �e203 is present in small quantities

18
--Hawley, F. G., 1928.
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in the paint, and. in larger quantity in the slip onto which

the paint is applied; consequently, in firing, the paint changes

to Fe304• In testing, BF is applied, the remaining C in the

paint is liberated and is burned out by heating. If all the

C is removed, the Fe304 will turn baok to Fe203' for the atmos

phere would be oxidizing; this would then leave the characteris

tic brown stain of fest III. However, if all the C was not

liberated and burned off because the paint was thick or had

sunk into the surfaoe, the Fe304 would remain unchanged, and no

results could be obtained. Numerous applications of the HE'

should, theoretically, finally make the change possible; prac

tioally, some l>aints are never freed from the C. Six alternate

applications of HF and heating have been effective in some

cases, but the ease with which the results may be obtained will

be in inverse ratio to the thickness of the paint and the amount

of C it contains in excess of that which united with the ° of

the Fe203 in the original firing.

The same paint when used over a white slip

would make a similar change during firing; i.e, the C and the

Fe20a of the paint when heated together would produce Fe304.
However, as only a comparatively small amount of Fe203 was pres

ent, as there is none in the slip, only a small amount of Fe304
could be produoed. The paint would then consist of a great

deal of unused C protected by the silica film plus a little

Fe203. Beoause of the smaller amount of Fe304' it 1s changed

to Fe203 after the C is: removed much more easily than the large
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amount of Fea04 on the red slip. Thus the red brown Fe203
residue is easily obtained. When Type II paint, C plus silica

film, occurs on a red slip, some Fe304 may be formed, but this

is less than it would be if Fe203 were present in the paint as

well as in the slip. Comparatively lit.tle of the Fe20a of the

slip ,unites with the black paint over it. The slight trace of

black which remains even after most of the paint has been re

moved, with BF. and heat may be due to some Fea04 which has not

been affected.

Tests for Fe304 have been made with a mag

net, but after it was discovered that the paint could not be

filed off without taking some of the slip with it and that both

the slip and the olay as well as the paint gave strong reaotions

fox magnetite, these tests were abandoned.

For the final test for iron, if no red stain

shows after Test III, the paint must be removed from the sherds

by acid.

Select a sherd on w hLeh there is a 1/4 to

l/2-inch mass of black paint. warm slightly. Moisten with two

or three drops equal parts HF and HOI and leave for one or two

minutes. Add one or two drops more of HOl. This will have

loosened the paint so that it may be rinsed into a porcelain

dish. Rub the remaining streak of disintegrated paint with a

glass rod to loosen the particles still adhering and rinse into

the same d is h , Keep amount of H20 used at a minimum.
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TEST IIIa.--IRON (Fe)

To the paint removed by the above method,

add two to eight dxops HOI and two drops of H2S04. Boil to

dense fumes of sulphuric. (Only the two drops of H2S04 will be

left in the vessel and dense white smoke will rise from it).

Add one teaspoonful H20 and agitate until dissolved. Pour 1/3
of the solution into a test tube or beaker and add two or three

drops HOI-and about 100 mg. potassium ferrocyanide (K2Fe(ON)6).
A result ing strong blue color indicates Fe. As all pottery con

tains some Fe, and as it is usually especially plentiful in

the slip, the depth of the color obtained must be taken into con

sideration. If 0 was present in the paint, it will be seen as

minute black particles floating in the solution until the sul

phuric acid begins to fume

TEST V.--MAlIGANESE (Un)

Poux remainder of paint solution not used

in test for Fe into a test tube. Add to it an equal amount of

nitric aoid (HN03), and from 100 to 300 mg. sodium bismuthate.

The solution must not be warm. A resulting purple color indi

oates the presenoe of Mn.

(Note: Paint used by the modern Pimas and

Pspagos on their pottery is a oarbon paint, probably made from

lampblaok, and will burn off �ediate1y when heated, or may be
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removed, even with soap. This has not been burned on, and must

not be confused with prehistoric paints. "

.

TABLE OF BLACK PAmTS

:Black
:paintWal'ee .

: used
____________________________ __

: Type

·
·

Areas

·

· .

Upper Gila" Bylas •••••••••••• :Black on wh1te •••••••.•••••• : III
:Little Colorado, black on red II,III
:Plain with black interior ••• : I
· .

· .

Middle Gila, Casa Grande ••.•• :Red on blue black ••••••••••• : I
:Late Middle Gila polychrome.: II
· .
· .

Salt drainage, Clemenceau•••• :Jeddito yellow•••••••••••••• : III
:Black on white •••••••••••••• : III,IV
· .

· .

Hilltop House •••••••••••••••• :Llttle Colorado,black on red: III
:Black on whlte •••••••••••••• : III
:Early Middle Gila polychrome: II
:Plain, with black interior •• : I
:Modified corrugations, black:
: interiors ••••••••.••••••• : I
· .

· .

Bead Mountain House •••••••••• :Late Middle Gila polychrome: II
:Plain, with black interior •• : I
:Modified corrugations, black:
: tnteriors •••••••••••••••• : I
· .
· .

Togetsoge •••••••••••••••••.•• :Late Middle GIla polychxome.: II
:Plain, with black interior •• : l
·

·

Santa Cruz drainage, :

St. Mary·s •••••••••••••••• :Red on blue

.

black••••••••••• : I
· .
· .

Tanque Verde ••••••••••••••••• :Red on blue black••••••••••• : I
· .
· .

San Carlos, Bird Ruin •••••••• :Llttle Colorado,black on red,
· .
· .

:Black on whlte •••••••••••••• :

:1rlddle Gila polychrome (?) •• :

:Plain, with black interior •• :

:Red on blue black ••••••••••'.:

II, III
IV
III
II
I
I

( C01��1ll'W1!ID )
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TABLE .UF BLACK PAUiTS (ConaludedJ

·

·

San Juan, Early Pueblo •••• :Black on white ••••••••••••• : II
·

·

Xayenta ••••••••••••••••••• :Blaok on white ••••••••••••• :

:Kayenta polyahrome ••••••••• :
· .
· .

sagi Canyon ••••••••••••••• :Black on white ••••••••••••• : II
· .

· .

Hietsie Canyon •••••••••••• :Black on white ••••••••••••• : II
· .
· .

Chaoo Canyon •••••••••••••• :Black on white ••••••••••••• : III

Cow Springs I ••••••••••••• :Black on white ••••••••••••• :

:Jeddito yellow••••••••••••• :

:Little Colorado,black on red
· .

· .

Cow Springs II •••••••••••• :Black on white ••••••••••••• :

:Kayenta polychrome ••••••••• :

:Little Colorado,black on red

III, IV
III
III

III
III,IV(?)
III

· .

· .

MLmbxes ••••••••••••••••••• :Blact on white ••••••••••••• : III
· .

· .

Little Colorado Tucker : :

Muin, st. JoAns •••••.•• :Little colorado,blaok on red III
:Jeddito yellow••.•••••••••• : III
:Black on white ••••••••••••• : III
:Plain with black interior •• : I
· .

· .

Elden RUin, Flagstaff ••••• :Black on white ••••••••••••• : II
:Plain with black interior •• : I
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lImDLE GILA CULTURE SOUTH OF THE GILA RIVER

Probably the earliest inhabitants of the

Middle Gila were the people who lived in oircular shelters of

poles suppo�ted at the base by heaped stones. The poles were

tied together at the oenter top and were oovered with brush, as

the modern Apaches cover their dwellings, or with brush and olay.

No real stone walls were laid and no excavations were made for

floors. Because of the perishable nature of the struotures,

very littte debris is now left in these circles of stones.

Rooms range from 4 to lO'feet in diameter. Two suoh sites have

been looated in the santa Cruz, one 26 miles west of �uo8on on

the Ajo road and one on top of Desert Mountain, just west of

the oity. Only a few fragments of pottery were found on the

first ruin; these were of fairly fine light brown olay and un

deoorated. The few.sherds found were dug out of silt whioh had

lodged in a crevise beneath the large voloanic bowlders on the

side of the hill. As no moxe pottery was found, it may be that

these people made none and that the sherds found belonged to a

stray vessel, perhaps a shrine offering, of some later people.

The sherds on Desert Mountain, however, are abundant, but

uniformly undeoorated. The olay is ooarse and the temper of

veri-sized partioles of gravel. Most of them are slipped with

a reddish brown olay of varied shades. The ooarseness of the

ware and the laok of decoration would indicate an early type.

On the San Franoisco River, a branoh of the Upper Gila, oiroular

pit houses with undecorated pottery have been found. From a
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well sunk at the site of a spring on Empire Ranch 55 miles south

of Tuoson'in the santa Cruz Valley, a crude cup, was removed.

It is 1/2 inch thick at the base and slopes to thinner walls.

It was once covered with a thiok white slip, inside and out.

This has been mostly worn off. On one side are two knobs, one

above the other, which extend out about 1/2 inoh; they are too

small to have been used as handles. The clay is rather coarse

and very blaok from poor firing. Whet oulture this heavy piece

belonged to is unknown. Its crudeness would lead one to expect

that it came from those early people of whom evidences were found

18 feet below the suxface a few miles away. Too little evidence

of this early period has been gath�red to permit generalizations.

Reotangular pit houses with a predominance

of red on buff ware oome second in the series. From Bylas to

Phoenix the red on buff pottery makers seem to have ocoupied

that region south of the Gila River whioh extends into nort�ern

Mexico. Unfortunately, almost no data of the early period south

of OUX" boundary line is obtainable, but the deoided similarity

between the colors and designs used on late polychrome ware from

Casas Grandes, Chihuahwa, and the oolors and designs used on the

red on buff ware of the early southern Middle Gila period indi

cate a rather close inter-relationship. We have ample evidence

of trade between Casas Grandes and the Middle Gila. in the late

period. If the two wares were plaaed together without indication

that they came from different sites and periods the red on buff

might very well be taken as the prototype of the Casas Grandes



PLATE II.

Evolution of red on buff ware

(a) Early type
(b) Middle or 3rd type
(e) Latest or 5th type
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polychrome, the red and black on buff ware, Plate I. No rela

tion between the red on buff and any other Arizona ware is

traceable. As might be expected, the clay used was the same

as that later used in the Middle Gila polychrome ware from the

same district. About the time of maximum development in the

Chaco and at Mesa Verde, Mexican Indians occupied the plains

and valleys south of the Gila from Bylas to Casa Grande and

around Phoenix on the Lower Salt. Their northern boundary was

marked by the Gila, apparently, which must be considered some

what an arbitrary conclusion. They may have been pushed north,

or they may have been the or iginal occupants of this sect,ion;
their relation to the people of the circular jocol dwellings

has not been determined. These people excavated rectangular

pit houses, such as �re seen in the santa Cruz and at Bylas.

They were agriculturists, as evidenced by remains of charred

corn; they wove mats and probably baskets, and made that char

acteristic red on buff pottery which has been variously desig

nated as red on gray ware and Salt River ware.

The clay is light gray-brown, rather coarse,

and tempered with considerable mica and a little fairly fine

sand. The earliest pieces are of quite coarse clay, smoothed,

but unslipped and unpolished, with walls 3 inches thick.

Shallow bowls, that almost resemble plates, occur at Casa Grande

and at Bylas, but are rare elsewhere. (Plate II). Rowls at

Casa Grande were small, inverted, bell-shaped, and decorated
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on the inter ior, but were rarer than ollas. Phoenix and Bylas

bowls were larger and likewise decorated on the interior with

all-over designs, which Kidder very appropriately called

"squiggles." Somet�es the surface was divided into quarters,

each filled with a different repeated design element, small H's,

so-called flying geese, swasticas, meanders, crosses " inter

locked water symbols, and very arude little animals. All are

characterized by careless brush work. The surface was so porous

that the thin ochre paint sank into it, and, after burning, pro

duced faded ohocolate red designs on a buff background.

Animal figures are rather unusual in pre

historic southwestern designs. The people of Sikyatki and

Awatobi used conventionalized life forms, and the Mimbres potters

specialized in life figures, which they attempted to portray

naturalistically or in strange combinations of two beasts, or

of a man and beast combined. These represented totomic or myth

ical personages. The life figures of the red on buff ware are,

however, of an entirely different type. They are crudely futur

istic, evidencing the attention,of the artist as concentrated

upon the effect o�'the whole and not upon careful detail. It

has been suggested that life forms preceded geometric deSigns,

and that the geometric was conventionalized from the life, but

this explanation is doubtful. The earliest designs are geometric

and seem to have grown out of meaningless meanders and scrolls.

The Idea of decoration in color may very well have been born

out of noticing the different shades resulting from poorly mixed
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clay in a vessel or from poor firing. The impulse to copy the

objeots around one comes long after a person has begun to scribble
•

irregular marks and to arrange them in crude designs over smooth

surfaces. That life figures sometimes become conventionalized

after they had been in use for some time would be expected, but

the development of naturalistic and geometrical designs would

vary from village to village and could not be regarded as a cri-

terion of age.

As pottery technique developed here, the clay

was sifted finer and burned harder , although its texture was

still far inferior to that of pottery from northern 'Arizona.

The surfaces were slipped with a thin wash and polished, but not

to a high lustre. Cups and bowls of this type are found. Ollas

are still the most common and often show the sharply angled

Gild shoulder. Casas Grandes polychrome, which was probably

developing slong similar but not exactly parallel lines, was

also molded with this shoulder. Differenoes in development would

be due to the separation of the two people. Many of the red on

buff ollas about 10 inches high and 9 inches in diameter served

as cremation urns. Other cremation urns found in the valley

were of crude plain gray ware.

Designs gradually beoame more geometrio and

were more carefully drawn. The interlocked water' symbols of

curved or of straight lines were carefully worked out, scrolls,

oheckerboard designs, orosshatching at right or aoute angles,
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flying ducks, zigzags, series of parallel lines used to outline

the pottery elements, and triangular rain clouds from the upper'

corner of which projected a tangent with a short line pendant,

covered the exteriors of vessels down to the shoulder angle.

One unusual sherd from Casa Grande depicts a flute player.

Interiors were smudged black, 8S they had been occasionally in

the more primitive ware, but now a new variation came in. On

the interiors of bowls were painted red designs which were dark

ened and surrounded with a bluish black background by smuding

after the decoration had been applied. Exteriors were left

plain buff or, often, were decorated in red. A few sherds of

the red on blUe black decorated with crude dog or goat designs

were found at Tanque Verde. If the smudging was poorly done,

backgrounds' were gray instead of black. The red on bluish

black ware, a sub-type of the red on buff, has been located in

Santa Cruz valley,at San Carlos and at Casa Grande in the Gila

Valley, in the Tortillita Mountains, and on the Tularosa.

The Casas Grandes polychrome of the late

period (Plate r) is also characterized by the use of interlocked

water symbols, volutes, and triangular rain clouds with the

tangent and pendant lines. Parallel lines in groups from 1/2

to �inch in width. outline all large design elements just as

in the Middle Gila red on buff. The lines are finer and the

edges of deSigns smoother at Casas Grandes� as might be expected

on a ware which is later but had not declined; but without the

black, many of the Chihuahua ollas might easily be confused
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with the best vessels of the santa Cruz. Natural parallel de

velopment of unrelated wares could not produce such a remarkable

similarity. It seems that only the theory that both were de

veloped from a common prototype could account for the similari

ties as well as the differences between these wares.

The last development of red on buff ware

shows a hard paste with fine temper, thin walls, a fine buff

slip ranging in shade from cream to light reddisn brown, lus

trous polish, and painstaking brush work. The interiors of

bowls and ollas were often highly polished and smudged to give

an effect sUnilar to black satin. Designs were applied on the

exteriors, the triangular rain cloud in series and groups of

parallel lines being the most characteristic elements. This is

very fine ware and is little known as yet. The color of both

slip and design averages darker than that of the earlier ware

(Plate II).

Undecorated wares with or without black

smudged interiors were also used in some pueblos. From the

Lower Salt, near Phoenix, come unslipped, unpolished, and un

decorated pitchers and ollas. We can not yet say vmich period

produced the orange-red ware which is well slipped and polished

and decorated only with numerous firing olouds. It would seem

to belong to the late period. Fairly fine sand temper was used.

One globular water bottle measuring 10-1/2 inches high and 9

inches aoross has a very small neck; mugs with flat bottoms

and heavy handles reaohing from just below the rim tos lightly
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below half way down the side average 6 inches high by 5 inches

or less wide. Interiors are smudged black; the slip is streaked

with marks of the polishing stone and decorated with many wavy

firing clouds. Bowls and ollas are distinctive neither in shape

nor color.

A few sherds of finely corrugated ware occur

in the santa Cruz red on buff villages; a few others are hori

zontally scored in close parallel lines on the exterior, simi

lar to much of the Cases Grandes work. One plain red sherd

from Tanque Verde shows the imprint of cloth on the interior.

A new development in pottery tempered with

vegetable fibers has been found in the santa Cruz. This ware

is rather brittle and is of coarse c]8 y tempered with some sand

and with plant fibers. The exterior of the vessels was slipped.

with red. This has partly flaked off from those sherds which

were found just west of the Carnegie Desert laboratory half way

up the north slope of Desert Mountain near Tucson. Such a flak

ing off of slip is very unusual. The sherds found here evidently

composed about half of e vessel which had been broken on the

spot. Two other sherds of the same ware came from lower on

the hill, but none was found in the village of round houses on

top. Other sherds came from. the surface of the rectangular pit

house village excavated at the base of the Tanque Verde Mountains,

about 30 miles east of Desert Mountain and 39 miles from Nine

Mile water hole, on the Silver Bell road west of Tucson.
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Morris suggests that the use of "oedarbaxk
19

�eed leaves, corn refuse, or grass stems" �s temper in the

first Basket Maker pottery was a natural development from the

use of the same materials in the clay used to chink the walls

of post and stone hovels and to bind sloping house walls to the

cliffs. The pottery which he found tempered with fibers was,

however, unfired and he notes that n
•••• in firing the use of

vegetable reinforcement would have been disastrous, leaving

holes through, or cavities in the walls where it burned out, if

indeed the gases generated did not burst or at least blister the

clay.�" Yet here is pottery which has been tempered with fibers

and has been burned. In the carbonization of the fibers such

a coating of carbon has been deposited around the particles of

Olay that the cross-section of a wall shows very black. Under

a hand glass, the fibers may be seen in some specimens; in

others they have been so completely oarbonized that their former

presence may only be discovered by examination of the openings

19
-Morris, E,.H., The beginnings of pottery making in the San Juan
area; unfired prototypes and'the wares of the earliest ceramic
period: Anthropological Papers of the American Museum of
Natural History, Vol. XXVIII, Part II, p. 159.

20
�orris, E.H., Ibid.
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in which they were. These openings make the ware very porous.

The carbon will all burn out when subjected to a high degree

temperature. Both the interior surface and the exterior surfaoe

below the slip are light-colored wh'ere all the carbon has been

burned out, but they still show the depressions where the fibers

once were. These s�metimes came clear out into the slip. Middle

Gila polyohrome ware is characteristically dark in the center

of the walls from the oarbonaceous matter in the clay which has

not been completely buxned out, but it shows no evidence of

intentional addition of vegetable tempel'. That its use was in

tentional in this other ware can be hardly doubted; too much

vegetable matter is present in clay whioh would naturally con-

tain buf 1ittle.
w

One black on �hite sherd from Monument Valley

seems to oontain vegetable tempel', but whether its use was in-

tentional is not evident. The wall is very dark but becomes

white after burn�ng out the carbon. When heated, it gives off

an odor of burning carbonaoeous material, as of burning rags,

which is very similar to the odor produced in heating the vege

table tempered ware from the santa Cruz. If it was put into the

northern clay, it must have been first ground, as no evidences

of fibers can be made out with a hand glass. One sherd of Middle

Gila polychrome which may have been so treated has been examined,

but generalizations about the use of this unexpeoted temper must

be delayed until more material has been discovered.
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stratigraphy of Casa Grande and of Phoenix

trash mounds indioate that the red on buff series came before

the advent of the Middle Gila polychrome. The Middle Gila poly�

chrome came into being in the northern half of the Gila drain

age at the end of the period of red on blue-black ware, and while

the best red on buff was being made. The polychrome ware was

the outgrowth of influences from the north, the Little Colorado

region, and from the east, the Upper Gila. From the Miami

Roosevelt distriot, where these influences crystallized, the

polychrome pottery swept southward to Casa Grande and up and down

the Gila where it displaced t�e red on buff. Around Phoenix

the red on'buff held its own for a while, but sherds of the poly-

.
chrome trade pieces 8re found in the upper levels of the trash

mounds. The earlier red on buff culture of the santa Cruz and

Bylas pit houses was mostly gone; compounds had grown up and in

many of these the polychrome became and remained the character

istic type of pottery during their period of decadence and decay_
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MIDDLE GILA CULTURE NOR�H OF THE GILA RIVER

Into the Miami-Roosevelt district came a

people from the Upper Gila and the Little Colorado country who

made black on white ware of the Tularosa type (Plate III).

The paste is fairly coarse and light gray in color; the temper

is of rather coarse sand. When overburned this paste turns

slightly pinkish yellow; when underburned it is dark gray. The

slip is thick and dead white, uneven and rough, but slick and

shiny where polished. The exteriors of bowls, which a�erage

small, and of cups, small bowls with horizontal handles, are

smoothed but tL�lipped. �he paint is a sharp, 'clear black,

Type III, composed of carbon and iron. Pitchers, the most com

mon vessels, have globular bodies, cylindrical necks making a

sharp angle with the body, and handles which are of three par

allel clay fillets, or are wide, flat and unevenly crisscrossed

with black, ox are modeled into crude animal forms. The necks

of these pitchers are often deoorated with three groups of per

pendicular wide black lines arranged in groups of threes, or

with variations of the stepped rain-cloud design. Over the

bodies are repeated small key designs, large scrolls, rectil

inear or curvilinear, which contrast hatching with solid color,

rows of meanders, groups of parallel lines and fine herring bone

work whioh entirely covers the surface. Neck and body deSigns

a�e separated by an undecorated band of white. Brush work

averages good. Dippers, whioh are not common, are of the bowl
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and handle type and are decoxated on the interior. Eccentric

forms are numerous; one beautiful piece from Bylas is composed

of two well-shaped bird vessels about 9 inches long and 5 inches

wide joined by a tube 2 inches in diameter which comes up from

the backs of the bodies and has its neck in the center on top.

The heads of the birds are small; flat.pottery tails project at

the rear, and wings are indicated by bulges modeled in the bodies.

Both birds and handle are covered with a geometric design in

plain black and hachure, which gives the effect of contrasted

black and gray on white. The figures which decorated them are

not alik�; one is oovered with the curved interlocking water

symbol with one element in black, the other in hachure. The

other shows a rectilinear design of interlocked rain clouds,

again with one element in black and the other in hachure. The

tails of both are striped and dots were printed between the

stripes. Only one bird has two eyes, but on the tops of both

heads are three stripes with dots between them.

Most of the bowls used by these people were

of red corrugated or of plain undecorated ware. both types smudged

black over the well-polished interiors. The coiling 1s fine,

ranging from 4 to as many as 12 coils to the inch, and the corru

gations are even and close. These bowls are from 8 to 10 inches

in diameter and average deep for their width. A few are slightly

constricted at the rim. Alternating four rows of plain coil

with four rows of corrugations gave a pleasing effect. Some

ollas are plain except for a coiled neck; some are corrugated
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except for a few plain coils at the base. The bowls are occa-

sionally l�ft simply ridged with the .coi1s and are decorated

only with a narrow fillet of fine corrugations just under the

rim, or are all corrugated except for a few plain rows of ooi1s

at the rim. This type of ware has been found as far north as

Payson, in the Tonto BaSin, at Fair View House on the Necropolis
J.

at Mesa Verde National Park and in southern Utah west of the

Colorado River. No smudged interiors have been found in the San

Juan drainage. Many of the bowls are left ridged fox a back

ground and are indented only to form a geometric deSign, which

is somettmes quite elaborate and painted with a thin wash Over

the corrugations. The key pattern is common. The interiors

are smudged black, and as the white paint on the exteriors seems

never to have been burned on, it would seem that the bowl was

first fired, then. smudged on the interior, and then painted in

white on the exterior.

Red and blaok ware was made by these people

but little is known of it. Hales, in 1892, found it to be

fragile and he mentions bowls and pitchers as the fOl'ms found.�
Kidder mentions no more about it. Morris found a red ware with

black designs, incurving sides, and s: lightly flaring runs in

a Jackson Canyon cliff ruin which was contemporaneous with the

21
--Hales, Henry, Prehistoric New Mexican pottery: Annual Report
of the Smithsonian Institution for 1892, p. 548.
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Mesa Verde culture. Hough reported a bowl identioal in shape

and similar in design from Blue River, in the Upper Gila coun

try, and Bordenskiold recovered fragments of another from Spring

House. A segment of another was obtained by Morris from near

Farmington, New Mexioo, and still another similar except that

the red color is somewhat brownish and that a white design

deoorates the exterior comes from Aztec, New Mexico.� These

ftnds would indicate that the cultures of these various sites

were contemporaneous. The ware they refer to is probably the

type commonly designated as Little Colorado black on red.

Scattered through the Miami-Globe distriot,

and on the hills which now form the shores of Hoosevelt Lake,

are pueblos whose only painted ware is the Tularosa black on

white (Plate III). Undoubtedly the Upper Gila people, evidences

of whom are found at Bylas 60 miles east of Globe, extended

over into the Pinal Mountain region. This is the earliest ware

so far discovered here. Spier has worked out a chronology of

development in the Little Colorado district in which the second

period is characterized by black on white and corrugated ware,

followed by a period in which the black on white ware declined

and red ware decorated with black paint was introdUced •. The

Little Colorado black on white is identical with that which

has already been described as fularosa or Upper Gila wa:e.

22
-;MorriS, Earl H., Preliminary account of the antiquities of
the region between the Mancos and the LaPlata Rivers in
southwestern Oolorado; 33rd Annual Report, Bureau of Eth
nology, p. 176.



PLATE III.
(a) (F.G.R.) (b) (F.G.H.)

Black on white Tulars� ware, Hilltop
House, Miami, Ariz.
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Blaok on white vessels of this type have been reported from

Springerville in the White Mountains. A pitoher and a bowl

found at Hilltop House near Miami show the same ooarse mesquite

bar as some which come from Tucker Ruin at st. Johns in the

Little Colorado basin. The lines are fine; the squares are

1/4 inch in diameter, and through them runs a black key figure.

These bird bowls, one from the Little Colorado, one from Geron

imo, and one from Miami, markedly resemble each other {Plate

XII.). On the head of that from the Little Colorado are three
I

,

proJeottng knobs representtng the beak and two eyes of the bird.

On the other two vessels four knobs on a neck represent the

head, one knob on each side, with that toward the back larger

and pierced with a hole. The tail is also pierced, evidently

for a cord which could be attaohed to the holes and used for

hanging. The openings of the vessels are in the tops of the

heads. The fronts of the bodies were modeled into thl'ee lobes

to represent the breast and the anterior knobs of the wings.

The shapes are not perfect but rectalinear designs covering the

back and breast are well executed.

The close relationship of people in these

two drainages can not be doubted. The black on white periods

of the Little Colorado, of the Upper Gila, and of the M1aml

Roosevelt regions were contemporaneous and very probably deal

with but one large group of people whose culture center was in

the Little Colorado drainage. The people spread southward

during this period; then separated i'rom the home stock, those
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on the periphery of the area developed their pottery into some

what different types from those worked out at the same time by

their northern relatives. The corrugated ware of the Upper Gila

was an independent development, but through trade which was

carried on du�tng all of these periods, vessels were exchanged

and now provide the archaeologist with cross-finds on which to

establish contemporaneity of cultures.

While the people south of the Gila were

making their red on buff and red on blue-black pottery, those

north of the river began to make Little Colorado black on red

ware as well as the black on white (Plate IV). This is the

period of Ohaco Canyon, Mesa Verde, Upper Gila, the third period

on the Little Colorado, and of Black on White ruin, one of those

three looated on the orest of Bead Mountain near Miami, which

best illustrate oeramic development north of the Gila River.

In spite of the name of this ruin, black and white is not the

only ware found here; the black on red is also in evidence.

Black on xed bowls are hemispherical; no 011as or dippers have

been found. The clay is white, fine, and hard, the temper of

fine sand. Inoomplete firing has left no dark carbon oenter in

the 3/S-inch walls. Inside and out, the bowls are slipped with

deep red, produced by burning iron oxide, and the surfaces are

very smooth and well polished. No surface cracks in the slip

are found. The interiors of these vessels are decorated in

deep black paint of Type III. Designs are usually geometric and
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PLATE IV.
Little Oolorado, black on red, Hilltop

House. Miami
(red whitened for photograph)

(a) (F.G.H.) (b) (F.G.H.)
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made up of four sections, leaving a square in the center of

the vessel. They show uniformly excellent workmanship. The

broad black bands of some are outlined in white, and many are

decorated with a white geometric band design near the rim on

the exteriors. Some form of a key figure was usually used and

applied in paint which softens in water and may then be rubbed

off. This type of ware probably came in through the Verde Val

ley, Tonto Creek, and the Upper Salt.

Carbon paint of Type II was used on some

of the last black on red vessels to be made. The clay of this

ware is of the same color and coarseness as that of the poly

chrome ware, the surface is smooth, as the polychrome, but it

lacks the slick finish of the earlier Little Colorado ware.

The xed" slip is thinner and of a 'darker, more brownish red than

the orange-red slip applied formerly. No white was used. Tem

per of very fine white sand speckles the brown olay and is

especially noticeable where incomplete firing has left the olay

dark, another characteristio this blaok on red has in common

with the polychrome. This constitutes only a sub-type of the

Little Colorado black on red and belongs to the transitional

period when the polychrome was being developed.

Ruins which produced only blaok on white,

black on red, and undecorated wares are found in the Roosevelt
.

and Miami districts. Finally, however, when black on white

ware was just beginning to go out of style, a new ware, com

bining three colors, black, white, and red, was evolved. The
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idea of combining a black on white interior with· a red exterior

occurred to some potter of ancient fame, and the first type of

KiddIe Gila polychrome was produced (Plates VI, VII). Did he

see a black on white bowl nested in a black on red and so notice

the pleasing effect of such a combination? Or, perhaps, was

the new type the result of an inspiration to decorate the in

terior of those plain bowls, the exteriors of which are charac-

terlzed by the very evident marks of the rubbing stone? The

decorated wares of this period were made in the following pro

portiOns :

White on red with modified oorrugations - 40 per oent

Little Colorado black on red - 20 per oent

Tularosa black on white - 10 per cent

Early Lower Gila polyohrome - 10 per oent
/

This period, whioh is oharacterized by the

first appearanoe of Middle Gila polyohrome, marks the height
�icJdJe. •

of the pottery development of the �GWlr G11a pueblos north of

the river; it also marks the first step of these people towards

the decadence and the final fall of the culture.

The white on red ware with modified corru

gatiOns (Plate V) gives the impression of belonging to an older

period than that which produced the other listed types. It

may have been a hang-over from an earlier period, and is possibly

the prototype from whioh that painted corrugated ware already

desoribed was evolved. Both are found at Bylas, but the later

type predominates. The clay is coarse and tempered with a



J?LATE V.

(a) (F.G.If.) (b) r .u.u.:
White on red with modified corrugations,

Hilltop House, Miami.
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great deal 'of mioa; the shapes lack perfeot symmetry. The walls

are about 3/16 inoh thick and are smudged blaok in the interior

but are not polished. During the prooess of ooiling the pottery

vertical indentations from 1/4 to 1/2 inch long were mad� on the

exterior; later these were partly obliterated by the use of the

polishing stone, and the surface was covered with a deep pur

plish red whioh may never have been burned on and part of which

washes off easily. Some were left undecorated, but most of these

show crude linear designs in white, which also easily washes

off and is sometimes almost gone when the piece is found. The

designs always oonsist of concentric zigzag lines, the outer

lines of the g�oup usually being edged with dots or short lines

intended to be perpendicular to the main line. The work is not

aoourate or carefully done and gives the effect of an early type

of ware. The bowls are basin-shaped with flaring sides and

average deeper than the late Middle Gila polychrome. The ollas

are small and short-necked, the neoks sloping right into the

body of the vessel. One unusual shape very muoh resembles a

modern waste basket, and a scoup from Roosevelt 1s an excellent

imitation of aPectunculus shell. Only one olla at all resembling

this type has been found with the late Middle Gila polychrome,

and in this the shape was good, the surface was smooth but not

polished, and the design was like these but better executed. The

common type of corrugated ware with finger nail or implement

indentations put in at an angle was also made at this time, but
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in small propo�tion.

Of undecorated types, the so-called "onion

skin" ware was most popular. This is smooth surfaoed, red brown

pottery which is characterized by parallel groups of streaks

left by the rubbing stone. These usually run diagonally or

vertioal1y over the well-shaped vessels; one. group of streaks

may run into another at an angle. Interiors of the low pitohers,

bowls, and ollas all show smoo thed but unpolished black smudged

interiors. Necks of the alIas and pitchers are unusually wide

and high in proportion to the rest of the vessel and their walls

are perpendicular, uncurved, and join the lower part at a marked

angle. Specializations of shapes are found in a torpedo-shaped

alIa and in squash-shaped alIas. One very large squash-shaped

olla came from Winkleman, a small one of the same shape came

from the Coyote Mountains, west of Tucson, and two others, still

smaller, were exoavated from Hilltop House near Miami. Holmes

thinks that forms are originated by invention or byadventition

or imitation of natural or artificial models. A people are very

prone to �itate in olay the shapes of natural objects, especially

when those objects have been used by them as vessels. Squash

and gourds, some speCies of which are very nearly similar in

shapes, had been so used and naturally were among those most
23

commonly copied.-- The lobes of the squash were very accurately

depicted in the mode.ling of these 011as.

23
�olmes, W.R., Origin and development of fo�m and ornament
in Ceramic Art: 4th Annual Report, Bureau of Ethnology, p. 449.
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Plain, smooth, brown-red ware with black

smudged interiors and that orange-red ware with numer�us firing

olouds already described as' from near Phoenix, were also made

in this period by the people north of the river. These types,

however, are of only secondary importance here.

Now for the first time we find polychrome

ware, the black, white, and red pottery of the Middle Gila

(Plates VI, VII, VIIi). As has been suggested, it seems to have

resul ted from a combinatlon of the black on white and black on

red wares which preoeded it and which were stUl made for some

time after its invention. Transition pieces which clearly show

the characteristics of black on red and of early polychrome have

been found. one such bowl is decidedly of the polychrome type

inside and of the black on red type outside. The white on red

with modified eorrugations, th� four classes of undecorated ware,

the Tularosa black on white, and the Little Colorado black on

red are all found bUl'ied as mortuary offerings in graves which

contain the early polychrome vessels. It might be noted that

the distinction between the two classes ofltiddls Gila polychrome

has never before been recognized.

As in the Little Colorado, black on red

ware, the designs are brought clear to the edges of the bowls

or to a na,rrow black band which enc iro les the edge of the bowl.

The background, as in the late Middle Gila polychrome, is white,

but this white slip is clearer and less creamy or gray than

the white of late polychrome. The interior finish is slicker



�.

PLA�E VI

(a) (1072,1073, F.G.Ji.) (b) (F.li.ti.)

Early Middle Gila polychrome, Hilltop House, Miami



ELATE VII.
Early Middle Gila polychrome, Hilltop House, Miami

(a) (1072, ]'.�.H.) (bJ (1036, F.G.R.)



PLATE vnr

(e.M.C.)

Early Middle Gila Polychrome
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than in the late, a difference more noticeable to the touch

than to the eye, and the numerous surface cracks which check

the interiors of the late pieces are lack�ng. The black paint

used on both ea'rly and late polychl'omes is of Type II. This

was the first time the people of the Middle Gila had used any

black paint other than Types III and IV, and marked the first

step in the decline of their ceramic art. Shapes, £lnish, and

designs were at their point of highest perfection when it was

discovered that a carbon paint without the addition of mineral

matter would serve their purpose just as well as the paints

on which they had to expend more energy in preparing. The new

paint was as permanent as the old; only as it gives our first

indication of a new spirit of lassitude which was later to g'row

and to effect a period of decadence and finally tb.e fall of

these people can we see .the 'change in paints as evidence of

the beginning of decay. A gradually growing carelessness in

the selection of clay for the paste is also apparent. The white

clay which had been used for the black on white and the black

on red vessels does not occur in large or numerous deposits in

this district. It was something of an undertaking to secure it

in quantities sufficient for their decorated pottery. The common

coarse, light brown clay had been used for the pieces with

mOdified corrugations and for the undecorated wares during the

preceding periods; now, little by little, as the inertia of

the people increased, the brown clayeame into use for the

polyohrome ware also. This was the clay that had been used
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continually by the people of the southern half of the drainage.

The exteriors of the vessels are streaked

from the rubbing stone and are of a more orange red than the

late polychrome. No red was used in the interiors. Perfect

symmetry and unevenness in wall thickness and a fine finish

are characteristic. Rims are flat or slightly rounded.

Designs are almost entirely rectilinear;

curves, found only in interlocked water symbols are ,rare. Fine

and accurate brush work is especially notioeable in the hachure

lines which are thin and almost as even in many cases as if

drawn with a ruler. Edges of all the lines are smooth, un

wavered. Light t rather d'elicate, refined, and. artistic, these

bowls present a contrast to the gaudy productions that followed

them, and from which they may be distinguished by negat,ive ,

characteristics quite as much as by positive. !rhere are no

life lines, no cross-hatohing except where series of parallel

lines intersect at a corner, no bird wing deSigns, no triangular
..

water symbols, no stepped or saw-toothed edges on the broad

lines, no large masses of black, no border designs. The central

design is almost always arranged around a modified swastika

which leaves the center of the bowl undecorated.' In some bowls

a cirole takes the place of the inner square, but the quadrate

arrangement is still carried out. The designs are not as

heavy or as clumsily sprawled over the surface as in late

polychrome, but instead we feel a sensitive appreciation of

the beautiful, although some pieces were evidently the produotions
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of less artistic souls. �ese designs are symmetrical, with

three or foul' large individual triangular duplicate design

elements. The corn symbol of a dot inside· .of a square, the

mascultne rain, band, or groups of parallel lines, stepped lines

in small groups, triangles filled with parallel lines, stepped

�a1n clouds with only two ox three steps on one side, and dripp

ing rain dots .which edge some parts of the deSigns, are typical

of early polychrome and were used to a much less extent on the

later ware. The design composed of concentric stepped lines

in zigzags is almost a duplicate of that common on black and

white ware. The distinguishing characteristics of the early

polychrome are quickly recognized after a few pieces have been

examined.

Polychrome ware was developed on the Gila

at the time that the people of Zuni were producing early glazed

ware, when the potters of Sikyatki were making an orange-red

ware decorated in black and a degenerate black on white ware,

and when Kietsiel and Betatakin, last of the great Kayenta

pueblos, specialized in mosquito netting backgrounds and inverse

black designs on their white ware, finest ever produced in the

southwest. Down on the Rio Grande, peOple still made black on

white ware. Cliff Palace and Mesa Verde and Pueblo Bonito in

Ohaco Oanyon had already been abandoned. Judd places the

approx�ate date of abandonment of Pueblo Bonito at 1100 A.D.;

if this date is correot, we may assume that the first !Uddle
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Gila polychrome was probably developed about ,1200 A.D., but

this date seems rather late. Only tentative ch�onologies, how-

ever, may be given at present.

The polychrome' pottery of the Miami-.Roosevel t

people was rapidly becoming popular, spreading, and beginning

to take the place of the black' on white and black on l' ed wares,

whioh soon went entirely out of style and were made no longer.
",

As the ware spread it became cruder in color and design. This,

the late Middle Gila polychrome (Plates IX, xl' spread southward

and finally took the place of the red on buff pottery of the

compounds. Casa Grande trash mounds show clearly a stratigraphy

whioh indicates the manufacture of red on buff pottery with

which is mixed a few trade pieces of the black on white and black

on red wares of the early period on the north side of the river.

Next comes the stratum of late Middle Gila polychrome and the

last of the red on buff. Trade pieces of this fine red on buff

with satiny black smudged interior are found in Bead Mountain

House near Miami. Polychrome ware is found in the upper stratum

of mounds near Phoenix and on some sites in the Santa Cruz Val

ley. Glla Point �r'2r at San Carlos shows late Middle Gila

polychrome following the Little Colorado black on red which, in

turn, followed red on buff. From the Mongollon rim to the Tuc

son country, from Gila Bend to Solomonsville, this ware is much

more aommon than any other, and trade pieces are found over a

much larger area. That it was the last ware to be made we can

not doubt, for shards of this type cover the surfaces of those
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l'LATE IX�

Transitional Gila Polychrome
(a) (O.M.O.) (b) (C.M.U.)
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ruins where it was introduced. No other ware superseded it.

Late Middle Gila polychrome is found with

undecorated xed war�, the interiors of some of which were smudged

black, with a few trade pieces of red on buff ware with black

burnished interior, which probably came from the santa Cruz,

and with a few trade pieces of jeddito yellow and of Casas

Grandes polychrome. The clay used was coarse and brown; 1n the

center of the walls a dark carbon' line almost invariably attests

to insufficient firing. This line is occasionally found in other

pottery, but is not generally characteristic.

Bowls were the most common vessels. Their

r�s curve somewhat inward and are slightly rounded at the edges.

Ollas were made with long or short plain necks which curved

gracefully up from the lower part of the vessel, or with bulge

necks. One little double-necked vessel reminds one of a tube

bent into a broad U curve. A decorative band of black on white

encircles each neck. Bird bowls, low, wide-mouthed ollas onto

which the small modeled head and flat tail of a bird are attaohed,

are almost the only examples of effigy forms. The bases of

these are usually red and the entire upper part is in black and

white.

The period of direct dual-quadrate symmetry,

when design elements were characteristically grouped in combina

tions of twos and fours, was paSSing, and observe mirror sym

metry came into vogue (Plate Jt). One way imagined the surface



PLA:c� .x
(a) (1014, F.li.i:i.) (b) (F.�.H.)
Late Middle Gila Polyahrome, Bead Mountain House,

Miami.
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divided into four quarters, a and b over c and d. In sections

a and d the same design element is used, but the two are turned

opposite to each other as if one were reflected in a mirror.

The symmetry is obverse because the design is 'repeated in oppo

site corners. But few exoeptions to this general type are found.

The most oommon design elements 8re the

bird wing, interlooked water symbol, tri

angular rain cloud with dripping rain pen

dant, stepped rain clouds, o ross-hatching,

and the life line. Crude conventionalized

human and animal figures are found but they

are very rare. Designs are heavy, broad, and oar�less, with

many large figures in black. The wide blaok bands are edged

on one side with ooarse saw teeth, and the whole gives the effect

of a hurried oareless effort to oover the surface and be done.

Some potters still did careful work, but even their designs

were poorer in conception than the earlier ones. When red was

to be used in the interior decoration, the whole vessel was

slipped inside and out. White areas were then added, then th�

black, and �inally, in some pieces, the red was again painted in

the area to brighten the color. Exterior band designs usually

inolosed between heavy border lines were occasionally used on

bowls in oombination with all-over designs which covered the

entire lower interior of the vessel, but there are a few deep

red vessels in which des ign units cora is ting of black decoration

on a white ground outlined in black are set into the red ground.
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PLA1'E XI.
Late Middle Gila Polychrome, Bead Mountain

House, Miami
( a ) (1010, F.li.H. ) fb) ( F •G. H • )



PLATE XII.

(a) Bird bowl, black on white Tularosa waxe from

Bylas (C .M.U. )

{b} Unusual Middle Gila Polyohrome Parrot(?]

Bowls, Hilltop House, Miami (U.M.C.)
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The exaot relation of this type to the oommon polychrome is

unknown; only a few vessels have been found and, although reoog

nized as soon as seen, probably constitute only a oomparatively

unimportant sub-type.

The deooration of ollas is divided into

two wide bands, one of whioh enciroles the band, and one the

neck. These are separated by a narrow band of red. Interior

decoration of the bowls shows a similar division into two parts.

The border design is of a repeated simple geometrio unit, often

stepped rain olouds, or simply of a wide life line in which

a small gateway is left to symbolize, so the Zuni say, "the
24

exit trail of life or being.-- Below this line or band of

design, a spaoe of about an inch is left before the main design

which oovers the whole bottom of the bowl is begun.

The life line is never found on the older

potter7 and does not ordinarily oocUr in any black on white ware.
"'��I'

In the Mimbres ware, which is probably older than the Gila, it

was unknown, but it is. common in the pottery of the old Hopi

pueblos, of Sikyatki and Awatobi, on the Little Colorado, Salt,

and Hio Grande, and at Zuni and Jemez. It is found in muoh of

t4e ancient decorated ware between the Mimbres valley and. the

upper San Juan.
25

2

--Cushing, Frank H., A study of pueblo pottery as illustrative
of Zuni culture growth: 4th Annual Report, Bureau of Ethnology,
p. 510.

25
--Fewkes, J. Walter, Designs on prehistoxic pottery from the
Mimbres valley, New Mexico: Smi thsonlan Miscellaneous Colleo

- tions, Vol. 74, No.6, p. 26.
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Cushing'found that the Zuni believe a vessel

to have a personal existence. When it is placed in the kiln

to be fired, food is placed in and beside it. �he sound made

when a jar is struck or is simmering on the fire is supposed

to be the voice. of its associated being, its person. �he nOise

of breaking pottery is the cry of this being as it leaves the

vessel. Proof that it has left is seen in the 'undisputed fact

that 8 shard when struck never gives out �he same sound, as a

complete vessel. �hey fancy that the being may learn to c�y out

loudly by imitation of the Singing, whistling. or making of

other noises while a bowl is being made; therefore, the potter

is silent. for if the being should cry out in imitation, the

vessel would be broken. The break in the life line on the

pottery leaves an exit for that being.�
'The Hopi say that it is not good to close

the line because that which is completely finished and closed

is dead. The Navajo leave a little gate in the line bordering

their sand paintings to let the evil spirits ,out, for whatever

is made by man must contain some evil; only the gods oan produce

the perfect. How these idea.s developed we can not say, but

the ancient conception was probably closely related to that of

the modern Indians who use the symbol. Likewise, we may surmise

L '

Oush1ng, Frank H., A study of ,pueblo pottery ,as illustrative
of Zuni culture growth:'4th Annual Repo�t, Buxeau of Ethnology,
p. 510.
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some rather olose relationship, if only of trade, between those

oultures which used the life line.

Fewkes closely connected Zuni, the Little

Oolorado, and the Gila; n
•••• the Zuni valley was. once peopled

by clans related to those on the Little Oolorado derived from

the Gila, and ••••• other clans drifted into the valley from the

north at a later date. These later additions were from the cir-

euler ruin belt. Later came T·ewa clans as the Asa of the Hopi,

and others. The author finds more evidences of occulturation

than autoohthonous evolution in modern Zuni, as in modern Hopi

ceramio symbols. Pottery found in ruins about Gallup belongs

to the same type as that from Kintiel which Cushing, from

legendary evidences found to have been settled by Zuni clans.w�
Again he writes that the people of the northern tributaries of

the Gila and Salt followed the tributaries of these rivers and

went over beyond the Mogollon into the valley of the Little

Colorado. Spreading into the Hopi and Zuni area, they were

supposed to have oaused a wide distribution of Gila pottery.�
The evidence of relationship is not to be

doubted, but it leads us rather to believe that it was the people

of the Little Colorado who came into the Gila Valley and to the

-Fewkes, J. Walter, Archaeologica.l investigations in New Mexic 0,.
Colorado, and Utah: Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections,
Vol. 68, No. I", p. 20.

28
-Fewkes, J. Walter, Additional designs on prehistoric Mimbres
potte�y: Smithsonian Misoellaneous Colleotions, Vol. 76, No.
8, p. 21.
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"old Hopi" and Zuni towns. Beneath the pueblo walls built by

people who made�e��ila polychrome pottery in the Gila val

ley are graves of people who made the early Little Oolorado

pottery, the black on red of the second and third periods in

that sequenoe. Beneath the old Hopi pottery of the trash mounds

of that area is jeddito yellow ware, which superseded a black

on orange ware which in turn grew out of the Little Oolorado
�

black on red. Trade pieces of bewe� Gila polychrome were carried

north into the Hopi country and south to Casas Grandes in Ohi

huehua , but of general migration of Middle Gila peoples in either

direction we have no evidence.

Fewkes notes that a. D. Osborn claimed to

have found a mound near Deming, New Mexico, in which the pottery

was practically the sa�e as Casas Grandes wares.29 As the two

sites are oonnected by the river drainage of the Casas Grandes

Valley and are not far distant from each other, such an exten

sion of the Casas Grandes culture might be expected. In fact,

the highly developed Mimbres ware has been found to l' esenible

Casas Grandes ware closer than it resembles anything else. The

Mexican ware excels in form and brilliant color but is inferior

in fidelity to nature in realistic human and animal Plctures.£2

29
--Fewkes, J. Walter, Archaeologioal field work in the Mesa
Verde National Park: Smithsonian Misoellaneous Colleotions,
Vol. 72, No. 15, p. 58.

30
--Fewkes, J. Walter, Designs on pxehistoric pottery from the
Membres Valley, New Mexioo: Amer1can Anthropologist, Vol.18,
No.4, p. 545.
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Cross-finds would indicate that both were contemporary with the

Gila culture. Yet the parallel between Mimbres and Casas Grandes

ware can not be drawn too closely. The Mimbres I, food bowls are

larger and shallower than those from Chihuahua; there are few

effigy vessels; there is almost no. red ware or polished black

ware like that made at santa Clara and 'which is fairly common

at Casas Grandes. Mimbres specialized in animal drawings; their

southern neighbors were interested only' in geometrio designs

and copied life only in their human effigy vases. Mimbres has

even less in oommon·with the Gila ,and the Salt, although there

is one ruin in that valley in which Fewkes found the ·pottery

to be like Gila ware and different from the majority of the
31

neighboring ruins.-- What type of Gila ware this pottery was

like is not mentioned, but as �he life line was said to have

been used on it, we m'ay suppose the t 1t was the polychrome.

�his would mark the most eastern extension of these people so

far noted. Mtmbres ware has been found on the tributaries of

the Upper Gila, but the types quickly change into those of the

Gila valley.32 It would seem that the Mimbres was contempo

raneous with the upper Gila, but �s earlier than the period of

the Middle Gila polychrome, as no cross-finds of these two wares

3
-Ibid, p. 20.
32
�Fewkes, J • Walter, Archaeologica.l field work in the Mesa
Verde National Park: 8mithsoning Miscellaneous Colfections,
Vol. 72, No. 15, p. 2.
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have been reported. Both might easily have been contemporary

with casas Grandes, but with slightly different periods of its

culture. Lack of cross-finds may be due instead to the compara

tive isolation of the Mimbres or to the fact that enough exca

vation has not been done in either area to positively prove that

there. were or were not a few trade pieoes'.

A far oloser relationship has already been

drawn between the red on buff of the southernMidcUe Gila and

Oasas Grandes polychrome than can be drawn between Mimbres and

Casas Grandes ware. Both peoples were probably related at an
.-_

early period; trade between them was car�ied on,even into the

period of late polyohrome ware. Some rather olose zesembfencea ,

indeed, are found between some Casas Grandes pieces and the

late Middle Gila polyohrome. Those with heavy designs might

be oonfused for a moment with the Middle Gila polyohrome if

their light bU£f coloring were� only a oreamy white. Most of

the lines on Casas Grandes ware are muoh finer and more accu

rate, and the edges of all deSign elements are smoother than

those of the more northern polychrome. Inoised deSigns are not

found on the Middle Gila, but at Casa Grande on the Mantock

Mountains north of Pima on the Upper Gila, and at Bylas brown

bowls with nondesoript deSigns punched in with a five-pointed

sharp instrument hav; :been found. These very much resemble

some from Chihuahua. From the same sites come a few small

globular vessels covered with little clay knobs applied to the

surfaoe. These also resemble one type of southern vessel.
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One large alIa at Casa Grande is of this type. In the cave in

the Montok Mountains whioh contained the knobby and the incised

vessels was found an e: ffigy vase which Fewkes feels shows a

olose relationship with Mexioo. A red on buff female effigy

vase which resembles this one has been reoently exoavated at

Adamsville, near Oasa Grande.

Kidder thought he found polychrome ware at

Peoos. "In the first year I s work there has been found pottery

of the histor1c period from the Hopi villages, Acoma, Zuni,

and Jemez, as well as prehistoric wares from the Little Colo

rado, Lowe!' Gila ( ?), and San Juan. ,,33

It would seem that in the early period the

Middle Gila oulture area shoUld be divided into northern and

southern halves, arbitrarily separated by the Gila River.

The southern region was the earliest to be occupied and was

peopled by· aborigines related to those of northern Mexico.

They flrst bull t pit housea and later oompounds, and made red

on bu:ff pottery whia� passed thxough five s·tages of development.

During the period of the third stage, people pushed into the

northern division of the Middle Gila area. These came from

the Upper Gila and from the Little Colorado. At first, Tul

arbsa black.on white was the oharacteristio pottery, but after

33
- Kidder, A.V., S.outhwestern Archaeology.
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some time the Little Colorado black on red and the white on

�ed with modified corrugations was made. The blaok paint was

a o onb tnat ton of caebon and iron. From a combination of the

black on white and black on red, early Middle Gila polychrome

came into being and was charaoterized by decoration similar to

that used on the blaok on red and by a new oarbon paint and by

olay somewhat ooarser and darker than that formerly employed.

The change in olays and paints 'marks the beginning of the de

oadence of this oulture.

Late Middle Gila polyohrane, oruder in

color, design, and workmanship, evolved from the earlier and

spread south and west to those pueblos whioh had been making

red on buff ware. The polyohrome supplanted the general type

ware of the valley. Trade with Oasas Grandes, Chihuahua, and

with those pueblos making jeddito yellow ware was oarried on.

Use of the life line might indioate relationship with Zuni,

Sitkyatki, Awatobi, and other pueblos of the Little Colorado

drainage. �he Lower Gila oulture was, however, about to pass

into the oblivion from whioh few arohaeologists have ever tried

to bring it-back to life. Cultures, like organisms, must grow,

reach their peak, decline, and finally die, if they are not

previously wiped out of existenoe by wars. No evidence of

forced abandonment of this region or of general extermination

is found; the people simply declined in number as in oulture

and finally either eventually died out or were absorbed from

the last few pueblos by other tribes.
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